
New England’s most successful 
divorce attorney, Vince (Geoff Stults) 
has it all — a thriving practice, good 
friends, and his pick of any woman 
in town from the bored housewives 
he represents to pretty young co-eds 
working as strippers. To Vince, life is 
one big competition, and losing is 
unacceptable. This also applies in his 
dating life with his “love ‘em and leave 
‘em” attitude. But Vince finally meets 
his match in Jane (Mena Suvari). Jane is 
equally successful, beautiful, and has 
spent the last year traveling the world 
taking her revenge on all men for her 
cheating husband and ugly divorce. 

When Vince and Jane meet through 
their best friends, Vince immediately 
sees a new conquest and Jane sees a 
new target. Together they enter into a 
series of entertaining wagers with each 
other where the winner gets to decide 
the fate of the loser. 

A hilarious, sexy, romantic comedy 
also starring Kristin Chenoweth, 
Eric Roberts, Jennifer Finnigan, Josh 
Hopkins, and Kenan Thompson, 
A Bet’s A Bet proves that love is the 
one bet where everyone wins.

Available worldwide on 
Video‑On‑Demand and DVD  
in early 2015. 
Released by VMI Worldwide  
in partnership with Cinedigm. 
Directed by Jennifer Finnigan  
and Jonathan Silverman. 
Produced by Chad Verdi and  
Gino Pereira for Verdi Productions.

Mrs. Kemp (played by Kristin Chenoweth) in pleasantly 
surprised to hear the results of her divorce settlement.
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A Bet’s A Bet. 
Shooting a Raunchy Comedy in 15 days

By Director of Photography Jendra Jarnagin
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DP Jendra Jarnagin with co-directors 
Jonathan Silverman and Jennifer Finnigan.
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I was really excited to be offered this film, because the script was 
so tight and polished, it read more like a quality studio film than an 
independent film. And from our first phone interview, I fell in love 
with the directors: the husband and wife team of Jennifer Finnigan 
and Jonathan Silverman, both highly experienced, talented and 
successful actors. 



I’d also been wanting to work with prolific Rhode 
Island producer, Chad Verdi, being a native Rhode 
Islander myself. The biggest thrill was that I got 
to shoot in my hometown of Cranston, RI. I stayed 
at my dad’s house and 2/3 of the locations were 
less than 2 miles away! In fact one of our main 
locations was my idea: a “multi-club” called Mardi 
Gras where my mother used to go line dancing 
when I was a teenager.

It was made clear to me before accepting the job 
that the budget was tight, with an ambitious 15 
day schedule, and that we would need to shoot 2 
cameras. The F55 was new at the time, and I was 
looking forward to trying it out, after being very 
impressed with the image quality of a short film 
I shot on the Sony F65, and liking the new form 
factor of the F55. I was excited Sony had finally 
made a camera that was shaped like a camera.

So I shot some extensive tests. Since the camera 
was so new at the time there was a lot of industry 
interest in the camera and I kept getting a lot 
of phone calls and people being referred to me 
to ask about my tests. So I decided to post a 
comprehensive test report on my blog so I could 
reduce the time I was spending on in-depth 
phone calls with all the inquiries I was getting. 
My test report is available online, though keep 
in mind that this was the earliest firmware (June 
2013) and there have been a lot more features and 
improvements introduced since then:
http://floatingcamera.com/jendra/re‑posting‑
my‑f55‑camera‑test‑report

We screened the tests at Goldcrest 
Post in NYC and I drew some 
surprising conclusions. First and 
foremost, I saw no benefit to 
shooting 4K RAW on this budget 
when the XAVC™ codec was so 
good. I devised tests designed to 
stress the codec and it turns out 
that I could not break the codec, 
no matter how hard I tried. The 
next thing that impressed me 
was the low light performance. I 
determined I would not hesitate to 
bump up the ISO one stop to 2500 
(from its already impressive native 
1250.) In some cases I would be 
willing to use 5000 ISO, but only 
if I shot the whole scene that way, 
so the noise characteristics didn’t 
show in contrast to non-boosted 
material. The other significant 
take-away from my testing was 
that I felt the HD material looked 
nearly indistinguishable from the 
4K material when viewed on a 
2K projector. The downsampling 
in-camera from the 4K sensor looked 
like 4K originated material, not like 
HD. So the decision to shoot 4K 
or HD become a practical one, not 
an aesthetic one. I was fine with 
whatever turned out to be best for 
the project. We had a discussion 
with the post-production supervisor 
(who luckily was already involved 
during prep), the editor and the 
producers and devised a workflow to 
shoot 4K. I’ll speak more about the 
workflow later, but the main reasons 
for deciding on 4K was that with 
the XAVC codec the file sizes were 
reasonable so we thought it was 
best for future-proofing the movie to 
originate on 4K. We also considered 
the possibility of re-framing in post, 
though we were able to get enough 
coverage that it didn’t turn out to be 
necessary very often.
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Co-director Jonathan Silverman and Jendra look on as Alec 
Jarnagin rehearses a Steadicam shot at The Glory Hole.

Jendra and B camera operator Amanda McGrady set up 
a night exterior, with A Camera 1st AC Nolan Ball.
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We assembled a small lighting 
package (our biggest guns were 2K 
tungsten and 1.8 HMI) and we only 
had one or two 2000W generators 
for convenience. I had a stellar local 
crew, and was excited that I finally 
got to work with Gaffer Brandon 
Meadows and Key Grip Paul Bulgin, 
since I liked them a lot when we 
prepped and scouted a feature 
slated to shoot in Rhode Island a 
few years ago that sadly had been 
cancelled.

I wanted my B camera operator to 
also be the 2nd Unit DP, as I was 
planning to utilize a lot of 2nd Unit 
to make this schedule work, and 
the opening credit sequence was a 
post card style montage of beauty 
shots of the state, requiring lots 
and lots of B roll. For that we hired 
Amanda McGrady and we also had 
someone on the team shooting B 
roll every weekend in different parts 
of the state: sometimes me and 
sometimes DIT/Post Production 
Supervisor Sam Eilertsen, who has 
shot several features as DP for Verdi 
Productions. I had my husband 
Alec Jarnagin, SOC as Steadicam 
Operator for a few days as well, and 
we also sent him out to shoot B roll 
while he was there. 

Between our two camera packages, 
we shared one set of Sony CineAlta 
4K lenses, and for each camera 
we had an accessories kit from Solid Camera, 
that allowed extra mounting points and a solid 
top handle, like a cage without adding bulk. My 
favorite aspect of the Solid Camera accessories 
was the increased positioning options for the 
viewfinder. I must say I really love the brightness, 
sharpness and quality of the super lightweight 
7-inch LCD monitor that comes with the F55 
camera. I wish it was available separately to be 

compatible with other cameras, so I could buy it 
to use it all the time; I love it so much. Rounding 
out our camera package were my go-to filters 
for close ups: Tiffen Soft FX ½ and Soft FX 1. I like 
how they reduce harshness when too much detail 
is unwanted, without making the image look 
affected. I call them the “invisible filter” and hardly 
ever shoot a project without them in my toolkit.

Jendra shoots a Close Up of Jane at the firing range, 
assisted by Nolan Ball, as the location owner looks on. 
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“I must say I really love the brightness, sharpness and 
quality of the super lightweight 7-inch LCD monitor that 
comes with the F55 camera.”
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Stylistically, we were going for a slick and beautiful look, without too much artifice. This film is 
like a romantic comedy with an edge. We had some occasional use of emotionally appropriate 
handheld camera work but mostly utilized dolly and some Steadicam for an understated, 
seamless style. Jennifer had assembled a “look book” on Pinterest that was very helpful, and 
their main word to describe the look they wanted was “warm,” which I came to understand 
wasn’t just about color, but also emotional tone. When we started talking about what kinds of 
movies they liked, “Crazy Stupid Love” came to mind as a comedy with great lighting that I loved 
the look of. When I mentioned it, Jonny got very excited, since they had the same film in mind 
and just hadn’t mentioned it yet, so that became our prime visual reference. They even threw in 
a nod to the movie in one of the lines of our film. 

Jane takes care of Vince after he was unknowingly slipped some drugs.

Courtesy of Verdi Productions



THE SHOOT

The shoot went very smoothly, since we had done 
a decent amount of prep. We only had a half hour 
of overtime the whole shoot, and I am proud that it 
doesn’t look like it was shot in 15 days. It also doesn’t 
look like it was made on a shoestring and avoids 
many of the compromises we are accustomed to 
when shooting with multiple cameras. 

Stephanie (played by co-director Jennifer Finnigan) confronts her 
boyfriend Kenny (Josh Hopkins) after a surprising discovery.
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We were cracking up every day on set and once 
I even strained my abs while holding in laughter, 
while bent over the camera in the hilarious 
Charades scene. The cast and crew kept betting 
each other ridiculous things, in keeping with the 
spirit of the film, and we all had a great time. Of 

course we could have done a lot more if we had 
more time and money, but my only true regret is 
that we didn’t have stand-ins. That caused a lot of 
issues and inefficiency and would be the first thing 
I would change if we had it to do over again.

Our biggest factor in pulling off this 
ambitious schedule was smart use of 
locations. We had 61 scenes, (5 of which 
were night exteriors) 34 speaking roles 
and 17 locations. We spent a whole 
week at a large house that doubled as 4 
different character’s homes, and used the 
neighbor’s front yard for the Pickle Prince 
of Providence’s patio, a major turning 
point in the film. We spent another week 
at Mardi Gras nightclub, which served as 
4 different bars and clubs in the film, each 
having multiple scenes. And the third 
week of production was spent at all the 
other locations. We even built 2 sets in the 
production office: the therapist’s office, and 
the nursing home where Vince’s punishment 
for losing a bet is to entertain senior citizens 
by attempting to make balloon animals, 
while dressed as a clown.

Jendra and Co-director Jennifer Finnigan share a 
laugh; Production Designer Kevin Lang looks on.

A hilarious game of Charades brings Vince & Jane’s best friends into their competitive 
relationship. Kenny (played by Josh Hopkins) and Stephanie (played by co-director 
Jennifer Finnigan) are the couple responsible for Vince & Jane meeting.
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We shot-listed every scene in advance, often while 
visiting the locations, and sometimes I shot photo 
storyboards with my DSLR or the Artemis director’s 
viewfinder app on my iPhone. For the firing range 
scene in particular we had to precisely map out 
the exact camera positions and lenses in advance, 
for a variety of reasons. First and foremost was 
safety since they were firing blanks and some 
inserts were shot with live ammo. Also the space 
in there was super tight with the dividers between 
the lanes, and we had a very small window of time 
to accomplish the scene. Of course we wanted 
to let the actors maximize the time and minimize 
our time spent discussing shots and moving the 
camera around.

For most other scenes we were more flexible 
about deviating from our shot list, based on 
new ideas in the blocking rehearsals. One of 
the most interesting scenes in the film from a 
cinematography standpoint was Jonny’s idea. He 
asked it we could devise a way to do an entire pool 

game scene (more than 2 pages long) as one shot 
without cutting. I loved the idea and thought it was 
very possible if we moved back and forth on a dolly 
track and kept them in motion most of the time. 
The idea was to start wide as she broke, push in to 
track with them as they talked and flirted and as we 
paid attention to their conversation, not drawing 
attention to the fact that she was running the table. 
The audience, like Vince, isn’t really noticing that 
she’s cleaning up, until we pull back again at the 
end as she sinks the 8 ball. We spent most of our 
time rehearsing all the beats and positions on the 
dolly track for me to counter their movements and 
be in all the right places to show and not show 
exactly the right things at the right moments. We 
had a backup plan of some added coverage if it 
didn’t work out, but we got it successfully in just 
a few takes. When you watch the scene, its very 
effective in that you don’t really notice the lack of 
a cut. It flows organically without being gimmicky. 
We joked on the scout that this would be the scene 
we talk about in the magazine article. 

One of our most interesting challenges was a 
gorgeous nightclub space within Mardi Gras that 
had lots of great built-in lighting design. For the 
scene where some strangers dose Vince with 
ecstasy, the walls light up with these half-mirrored 
convex bubbles, (see photo). They are really cool 
looking, so I wanted to make full use of them 
and not avoid them. However when you look at 
them, they reflect 360 degrees of the room. Hiding 
ourselves in the dark was hard enough, but there 
was no way to add ANY of our own lights without 
seeing them. So we had to devise a way to light the 
scene with practical lights that could be seen in the 
reflections. Brandon, the Gaffer, had a genius idea 

and quickly devised a light-up piece of furniture. He 
and Paul, the Key Grip, removed the cover of one of 
the tables that the club had, quickly found and cut 
a piece of plexi glass, backed it with heavy diffusion 
and threw some Kino Flos inside. The table was like 
a storage bench and there was no ventilation inside 
so the lights were overheating, so they packed 
them in bags of ice! The most impressive thing is 
that they had this whole thing ready in less than 20 
minutes. By the time we were ready to shoot we 
didn’t need to wait on it at all. It looks great, adds a 
lot to the scene and solved our lighting dilemma. I 
love creative problem solving and the teamwork of 
devising clever solutions.

Gaffer Brandon Meadows devised a self-illuminated table to avoid adding any lights or 
stands that would be reflected in the mirrored light-up walls of the club.

The filmmakers shot the pool scene in one 
moving shot, to shift attention away from 
Jane instantly winning, without Vince 
ever having a shot.
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“When you watch the scene, its very effective in that you don’t 
really notice the lack of a cut. It flows organically without being 
gimmicky. We joked on the scout that this would be the scene we 
talk about in the magazine article.”
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The scenes where we really pushed the camera to 
its limits were two scenes where different characters 
were driving around at night. When I got the script, 
they asked if they needed to rewrite those as being 
“out of our league” on this budget. I said “let’s wait til 
we shoot some tests. I’ve heard the F55 is incredible 
in low light.” So I shot one of the scenes at 5000 
ISO and the other was sufficient at 2500. We were 
prepared to throw up one or two of our own lights 
to drive by or hit some backgrounds if there was too 
big of a dead spot, but we ended up not having the 
time, and it worked out fine. The secret to pulling 
this off was some really careful scouting. I went out 
by myself for many hours with the location manager 
searching for interesting looking brightly lit streets 
in downtown Providence. I shot some videos on my 
7D at 6400 ISO to see where there was enough light 
on the surrounding buildings. We read the scenes to 
time out the driving and narrowed down which were 
the most interesting streets that allowed enough time 
for all the dialogue. Once we had some choices, we 
even figured out our cues for when to roll and when 
to call action, etc. I sent some scouting videos to the 
directors and they loved it!

It looks really natural to see the interplay of all the 
real city lights across their faces: traffic lights shifting 
from green to red, tail lights of the cars in front of 
them, lights from the lit-up buildings of downtown 
Providence. It looks so real because it IS real. The 
only augmentation that I provided was lining the car 
interiors with white muslin, anywhere that the camera 
didn’t see. And I brought along a LitePanels MicroPro 
battery powered LED light. It ended up being pretty 
strong at that exposure so to avoid looking fake I put 
heavy diffusion on it, dimmed it all the way down, 
and bounced it off the back seat, next to where I was 
sitting with the camera on my shoulder. I wanted to 
add a little texture to the backs of the seats, since 
my body was blocking the light coming in the back 
window. I was so amazed that I kept thinking, “this 
is what cinematographers have been waiting for all 
our lives: to shoot at night and with minimal effort 
have it look how it looks in real life.” We were working 
with such low light levels that in color correction we 
actually had to bring down the brightness of the 
dashboard lights.

Courtesy of Verdi Productions
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Kenny and Stephanie drive home after their 
performance at the gay club. This scene was shot at 
ISO 5000, utilizing existing city lighting. “I was so amazed that I kept thinking, “this is what 

cinematographers have been waiting for all our lives: 
to shoot at night and with minimal effort have it look 
how it looks in real life.”



WORKFLOW

We took full advantage of one of the unique features of this camera 
which is simultaneous XAVC recording (in either 4K or HD) and 
XDCAM™ recording in HD. Our editor, Keith Croket, wanted to use 
Final Cut Pro 7, which no longer supports new codecs. XAVC is 
supported in Premiere and FCPX but not 7. But XDCAM is supported 
in FCP 7. So no transcoding was needed since the camera can record 
both simultaneously. That was a huge amount of effort saved and a 
really smart feature to have in a camera. 

Photo by Will VinciJendra rolling on a shot at one of the nightclub scenes.
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I discussed our whole finishing path with Sam 
Eilertsen, our Post Production Supervisor, and 
wanted to make sure that he could do a conform 
to the original 4K material in-house at Verdi 
Productions, without incurring additional cost 
at the post house. I’ve had low budget features 
hampered in their finishing in the past, because of 
not being able to afford the costly extra step of a 
conform (aka on-line edit.) Upon completing a test 
with Keith in LA, Sam assured me this would be no 
problem, and we therefore decided there was no 
reason not to shoot 4K. 

Sam worked as our DIT and assistant editor on 
set, reviewing circle takes with the Directors, and 
dialing in some quick and simple preliminary color 
correction to the dailies, since we were shooting in 

S-Log2. Since we had this option without costing 
us any extra time, we opted not to use any LUTs 
on set, other than the camera output option of the 
standard Rec. 709 LUT. By the time we wrapped, 
we were able to view most of the movie as an 
assembly before it was sent to Keith in LA. It was 
hugely helpful for any potential reshoots, inserts, 
needed 2nd unit, and to get the feedback for 
how we were doing with coverage and other 
compromises necessitated by the schedule. 

When it came time to finish post, Sam had a genius 
idea that I suspect more and more productions 
will begin to utilize, but I had not yet thought 
of myself nor heard of anyone else doing this. 
Instead of a rushed one-week DI in the expensive 
full-service post facility (we used Modulus in 

Boston) Sam had the time, equipment and skills 
to do a first pass himself using Davinci Resolve at 
Verdi Productions office. I thought this was a great 
idea since my own and many other DPs experience 
of a rushed DI meant having to make several 
compromises in “choosing your battles” in terms 
of time management. He went through the movie 
once, dialing in some baseline corrections, then I 
came back to RI for a few days to supervise and 
was happy to discover he was a very good colorist. 
We got through most of the film in the time I was 
there and I left him with some notes on my wishes 
for the final touches. He finished it up, and took it 
to Modulus to check it on their calibrated displays, 
with just a few minor corrections needed. 

Sam had this to say about his experience with 
grading the final film: “A Bet’s A Bet was a pleasure 
to grade since it was clean, consistent, and well 
shot. There wasn’t a lot of ‘cleaning up’ needed; 
it was all about enhancement. I was able to easily 
conform the XDCAM proxies back to the original 
XAVC MXF files, which were seamless to work with 
in Resolve. I would always start with the S-Log2-
to-Rec. 709 LUT as a base, sometimes layering 
the log back in for very bright highlights. The 
F55 has amazing highlight range, so there was 
always a lot of information to work with in the 
brights. We devised one technique to give some 
scenes a ‘postcard’ feel which Jendra referred to 
as ‘Sam’s Secret Sauce’: basically I would key the 
highlights from the graded image, blur them, and 
screen-blend back on top, emulating a diffusion 
filter which I could dial in at different strengths. I 
think that doing additional diffusion in post is a 
great option for DPs because it means you don’t 
have to hardcode the diffusion into your original 
image. The scenes shot at ISO 5000, as well as a 
few shots we had enlarged significantly in post, 
were de-noised using the NeatVideo OFX plugin, 
but this was needed in only a handful of instances. 
The film was mastered as a 1080p ProResHQ and 
dubbed to HDCAM SR™ for delivery, although 
because the film was shot in 4K and required no 
visual effects work, we have the option of creating 
a 4K master if 4K distribution becomes an option in 
the future.”

We had a cast & crew screening of the DCP at 
the Showcase Cinemas in Warwick, RI, which was 
the first time I got to see the finished film with 
color, sound mix and music. It looked great and 
I’m really happy with how it turned out. It’s great 
to see any of your work on a large screen with a 
large audience, but especially a comedy. This was 
the movie theater I grew up going to nearly every 
weekend, so it was very exciting and rewarding 
to have my own film screening there, with many 
family and friends in attendance.    

A Bet’s A Bet was released in the US 
on DVD and VOD in January 2015, 
and will be available worldwide in 
June 2015. (international title:  
The Opposite Sex)

For more information about Jendra 
Jarnagin, or to see a trailer for the 
movie, visit Jendra’s website 
www.floatingcamera.com
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Vince treats Jane to a candle-lit dinner.
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